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Mag Charging guide 
by Seifer 

-NOTE- People may think you are a hacker if you use this trick and it takes quite a while 
to explain! Also androids can not do this (how do they survive without tp?)  

It is quite a simple trick but it takes a little practice to do, it is useful if you want 
to use a chain mag attack on a boss etc. What you have to do is customize your top set of 
icons so that you have at least one technique that targets other players ie resta + anti, 
and leave one (or two) of the spaces blank 
.example 
  _ _         _ _ 
/     \     /     \ 
 Blank  _ _  Resta 
\ _ _ /     \ _ _ / 
       Blank 
      \_  _ / 
Then customize the second set so that in the space where one of the blanks is there is a 
technique (note it MUST be a technique that you have to target something to use AND it 
will only charge the mag if it is a technique that only affects one person ie. zonde, also 
works really well with grants :) ) 
.example  
  _ _         _ _  
/     \     /     \ 
grants  _ _ Razonde 
\ _ _ /     \ _ _ / 
       zonde 
      \ _ _ / 
Now the hard bit (takes practice) you have to press R followed (very) quickly by the 
button of the technique you want to use, if it works you will use it on the team mate you 
were targeting with out hurting them! 

If you are a theif (sad) then megid doesnt work so you cant kill people and steal their 
items

-NOTE#2- This is my first guide so it isn't very good and also the diagrams are a bit 
dodgy but not bad for notepad  
:) 

If you haven't done already check out Khaotika's rare items FAQ it is really useful 

you can find me at weekends, i'm a lvl 82 HUmar called Seifer, long gray hair + black suit 
If you do play with me and nick my soul banish, spread needle or lavis cannon I WILL KILL 
YOU!... somehow   
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